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Background and need
It is not uncommon for providers to add a client to their database only to find out later
that this client has already been entered but with a slightly different Unique Record
Number or URN. Of course, duplicate URNs cannot be entered into CAREWare, but if
the components of the URN differ by just one character, then CAREWare considers that
unique.
For example, say that a client is first entered correctly as John Doe. A month later, the
name is written on a form as Jack Doe and entered as though it were an entirely new
patient.
Preventing duplicates in the first place:
CAREWare’s client matching feature will help prevent your data entry personnel from
entering a potential duplicate client. This feature looks for URNs that are similar and will
present potential duplicates.
But if a duplicate gets in…
If however, it is after the fact, and you notice down the road that two separate clients in
the database are in fact the same person, as in our example above, then the Client
Merge feature will allow you to join those records without having to re-enter any data.
Remember that we are only referring to duplicates that occur with one provider. In
multi-provider setups, it is quite likely that the same client appears in more than one
provider domain because that individual has received services in multiple locations in the
network. That’s not a duplicate! However, it is still possible, of course, that the Jack
Doe seen in Provider A is really the same person as the John Doe in Provider B.
Again, the client merge feature will allow you to merge clients without having to re-enter
any data.

Getting Started:
First grant user rights to run the Client Merge function.
1. Log into Central Administration provider/user manager.
2. Go to Realtime Providers.
3. Select the Administration node of the provider of interest. In this example the
provider name is “Ryan White AIDS Care.” Grant the right to Client Merge by
right-clicking
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4. Repeat this for the user of interest within this provider.
Now let’s go through a scenario where you accidentally enter a new client but this
individual is really someone else already in your database; maybe you had the
incorrect date of birth which resulted in a different URN being generated, or the client
used a nickname which also resulted in a different URN.
The main client record that we are going to retain is the primary record. The
duplicate that needs to be merged into the primary is, amazingly, the secondary
record.
In the following example our primary client is Julius Cesar, born on Sept 12, 1985.
Now let’s say I try and enter a client named Julius Cedar born on Sept 12, 1995.
Can you imagine-- two typos! Let’s see what happens. CAREWare sees that this
URN is remarkably like the primary, and this screen appears.

Hopefully, in the REAL world, your data entry personnel would have recognized the
error here and fixed things. But for demonstration purposes we’re going to forge
ahead and add this client who is really our friend Julius Cesar born in 1985.
We’ll go ahead and add some demographics and services to the secondary record J
Cedar.
Now jump ahead a few months and a perspicacious data entry employee notices that
these two fellows are really the same individual. To fix this, go into the Primary
client, and select the Client Merge button on the top, as shown on this screen:
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Highlight the matching client below and select F1. CAREWare compares the data in
the two records and produces this screen.

Note the color code.
• Fields in green can’t be changed: the values of the primary client win.
• Fields in Red do not match between the 2 clients and you must select from which
client you want the value to come from. For example, if we scroll down a bit we’ll
notice that the HIV status field differs. We’ll take the value from the secondary
record by selecting it. Note that if we hadn’t selected anything, CAREWare would
have defaulted to the primary record’s value.
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• Fields in Blue can be unchecked if you do not want to include the value from the
secondary client; values that derive from the primary client only cannot be
deleted.
• Fields in Black require no action.

When you’re done completing the check list of fields, select Merge Clients. When
complete, CAREWare will generate an important client merge report.
And now, this ever-important final warning appears:

Presumably, you will respond YES. Mr. Julius Cedar is now deleted from the database.
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